
PROUDLY ANNOUNCING OUR 1st EVER  

MENALLEN VIRTUAL TALENT SHOW 
 

    
 

Students interested in participating will submit a video 

 (this can be from an iPad, phone, or other recording device)  

as long as you can EMAIL the link from your video 

Video submissions MUST follow all of the guidelines below to be included: 

 Only Menallen students may participate and appear in the video 

 Students may only participate in ONE video submission  

(example: if a student does a video with their sibling, they cannot  

also do one by themselves or with someone else) 

 BE SURE TO SAY YOUR FIRST AND LAST NAMES AND GRADES AT THE 

BEGINNING OF YOUR VIDEO (or have a sign with them you hold up).   

We will not be able to add this in if you forget 

 Videos can be NO LONGER than 1 minute and 30 seconds in length 

 All students must be dressed in clothing that follows the district dress code 

 Any music used must be free from inappropriate language and content  

 Deadline for videos to be turned in for review is FRIDAY, APRIL 30th  

 Students can email their FINISHED video submission and permission slip to: 

menallentalentshow2021@gmail.com 
 

THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THE GUIDELINES ABOVE  
 

Please Note: Submitting a video does NOT guarantee it will appear in the show.   

Videos will be screened beginning on the first week of May. 

 Anyone who submits a video will receive either a CONFIRMATION that the video is 

approved OR they will receive feedback on any changes that need to be  

made in order to meet the requirements.   

Any participants whose video does not receive approval will have at 

 least a week to resubmit if they would like to.   

Participants will not be able to resubmit videos more than once. 
 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=talent+show+clip+art&view=detailv2&&id=A6B6397B67643A420E09EFE87E60358450C53AA7&selectedIndex=5&ccid=ZRheXpo0&simid=607990430139878159&thid=OIP.M65185e5e9a3463fa6e1db32936a0a9e8H0


 

 

 

IDEAS FOR VIDEOS 
 

Since they may be our first and only opportunity for a virtual talent 

show, there are many different possibilities for participants that doing 

a video enables!  For instance, your video can be made just about 

anywhere and what you showcase for your talent is even more unlimited!  

Some ideas are: singing, dancing, playing an instrument, reading a story 

or poem (that you wrote or from another author), telling jokes, 

impersonating someone famous, showcasing something YOU made, doing 

some type of sport or activity like rollerskating or biking, putting on a 

mini performance (like a play or fashion show),  

 

TIPS & TRICKS FOR VIDEOS 
 

 Don’t forget to include your name/grade at the beginning 

 Give yourself LOTS of time, you may have to film yourself many 

times before you get the video the way you want it 

 If you are using music, make sure you can hear it 

 If you are speaking/singing/playing an instrument 

    make sure you can hear that in the video 

 Film where it isn’t noisy (tv or people talking in background) 

 Make sure whatever act you’re doing is INSIDE the camera (you 

may need someone to film you if you’re moving around a lot) 

 If someone must hold the camera to film you, make sure to keep 

it steady and smooth (shaky filming can make people sick and we 

may not be able to use it) 

 


